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➢ Aus to change vax strategy 

➢ RBA on hold 

➢ Yellen calls for global minimum corp tax rate 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Overview  

At last, after weeks of conflicting information, 

ScoMo has called for the under 50’s to get a Pfizer 

jab rather than the controversial AstraZeneca (AZ) 

vaccine. 

We noted in this Weekly at the time that the WSJ 

reported on March 19 German and Norwegian 

scientists had independently found the same link 

between AZ and blood clots. ScoMo stood firm and 

kept repeating the mantra that the benefits outweigh 

the risks. That was false logic.  

If there was only one vaccine and there was a 

downside and an upside, it is a judgement call as to 

whether or not to get vaccinated depending on the 

relative probabilities and outcomes. We agree that 

the AZ downside risk is quite low and so ScoMo’s 

call might have been justified under some 

conditions. He also said in a press conference 

yesterday that he wanted his mum to get AZ (even 

though he opted for Pfizer for himself at the head of 

the queue). It is nearly Mother’s Day, after all! 

But the truth is that there are alternative vaccines 

that have reportedly got even lower downside risks. 

Therefore, using AZ over an alternative brings an 

additional risk with no offsetting benefits. In fact, 

given our reading of the literature AZ is less 

efficacious that the main alternatives. 

Importantly, different countries are setting different 

age limits on AZ use. The problem is that the UK, 

Australia and less developed nations made a big 

bet on one vaccine – AZ – which has backfired. 

CSL is contracted to make 50m doses of AZ. Since 

there are about 11 million adults in the under 50 

group that’s 22 million shots we no longer need in 

this round of vaccinations. And we don’t yet have 

enough Pfizer to treat the under 50s! But ScoMo 

also reported yesterday that he now has an 

additional 20m doses of Pfizer on order. 

ScoMo’s plan (if he ever had a fully formed one) is 

in tatters. We will be lucky to be fully vaccinated by 

the middle of 2022 at this rate. We suggest it is time 

for a complete rethink. With 40m doses of Pfizer 

now on order (enough for 20m people as kids aren’t 

up for it yet) every adult could get ‘the good stuff’, 

Pfizer, this year – or at least early next year. 

Meanwhile the chief of AZ has apparently been in 

Australia visiting his wife and kids (for nearly four 

months!) while his head office is in Cambridge, UK. 

AZ is struggling with managing the whole fall-out. 

It is also fallacious to suggest AZ works well 

because the UK is handsomely beating the virus. It 

has already vaccinated well over 50% of people 

with AZ; but the country has also been in lockdown. 

Is it the lockdown or the vaccine or both that’s 

working? Nobody can say for sure. We certainly 

hope the AZ is doing a good job. 

The global problem continues to become even more 

severe. There is now a ‘double mutant’ variant 

doing the rounds in California. 75% of the EU is 

dominated by the more virulent UK variant. 
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Michigan and Chile are getting out of hand. 

Germany is breaking ranks with the EU over policy. 

The President of Argentina just tested positive 

having previously been vaccinated (with the 

Russian vaccine). We all knew this type of situation 

would happen but, putting a name to it, might help 

educate those who think everyone will soon be able 

to run wild and free. CNBC reported this morning 

that there are 246 cases of new infections in 

Michigan of people who had been fully vaccinated. 

And three of these have so far died! 

We reported last week that our vaccination rate was 

just over a miserable 2% and ranked between 

Albania and Bolivia near the bottom of the table. We 

conjectured that Albania might get ahead of us 

within a week – they have. They now have more 

than twice our vaccination rate! 

We have gone more or less alone with the GP 

method of distributing vaccines while the UK, US 

and many other nations are going for big-scale 

vaccination centres. While we are in the 2% range 

of vaccinations, the UK and US are near 60%. The 

NSW premier is trying to convince Scomo to set up 

some big centres in NSW but Gladys is facing 

strong opposition.  

The problem might be that we don’t yet have 

enough vaccine shots at hand to make a big centre 

viable. There’s nothing wrong with GPs and 

pharmacists from also giving shots but we have lost 

the plot without also having vaccination centres. 

GPs reported yesterday that there have been mass 

cancellations and postponements of appointments 

in the wake of the new advice on AZ. 

The J&J single shot vaccine also met a stumbling 

block. 15 million of its shots manufactured in the US 

got contaminated and had to be disposed of. It was 

rumoured on CNBC TV that the contaminant was 

the AZ vaccine being produced in the same factory! 

AZ can’t win a trick. The FT reports a related 

company is about to do an IPO. 

The RBA board met and kept the current policies on 

hold. They did mention the house price inflation but 

they say there are measures in place to deal with 

any related problems. Separately, there are calls for 

a review of the RBA. People are now getting upset 

that the RBA kept rates for too high for too long 

before the pandemic. It’s been 40 years since the 

last review so perhaps it is time to take a non-

political look at them. 

Yellen, the US Treasury Secretary, is joining the call 

for a global minimum corporate tax rate. Biden is 

now saying he will negotiate on the 28% proposal to 

fund his infrastructure bill. But what of a global 

minimum? It sounds good but is this an attempt for 

the US to set tax rates in other countries? Even the 

EU can’t or won’t do that within its eurozone. 

Setting a global minimum rate might cause some 

nations harm at times that they need to manage 

their economies through difficult times. We don’t 

see this one flying. Trump only got many companies 

back to the US by cutting the tax rate to 21% from 

35%. If it needs 28% to fund its domestic agenda, it 

wants other nations not to be able to attract US 

companies back as, indeed, the US had done in the 

reverse direction! 

The vaccine story is developing. As we wrote last 

year, the chance of downside risks had to beat the 

chance of upsides. A strong recovery was priced 

into the major indices. 

Nevertheless, the S&P 500 reached new all-time 

highs to burst through 4,000 and close the week at 

4,129. The ASX 200 broke through 7,000 on 

Thursday and closed the week just below that line. 

It’s all to play for.  

US reporting season starts next week and there is a 

lot of chatter about Q1 (and Q2) likely revealing 

bumper outcomes. 

Our e-o-y forecasts for the ASX 200 and S&P 500 

(presented in Tables 1 and 2) have settled down 

after the revisions to 2020 earnings reported in 

February. We have all measures of volatility in quite 

a good place. The ASX 200 is a little over-priced at 

+1.8% but the S&P 500 is now about +4.2% over-

priced. Earnings will need to be revised upwards to 

keep up with those measures of exuberance. 

We look forward to some strong price signals on 

Wall Street over the next few weeks. Prof Jeremy 

Siegel, the Wharton School professor, wrote last 

week there could another 30% to 40% growth in the 

index to go. He has a reputation of making a lot of 

sense in business as well as in academic circles. 

We’re with him on this! 

Although it is of no great surprise, the news of 

Prince Philip’s (husband of Queen Elizabeth II) 

passing at age 99 – was reported overnight – just 

two months short of his 100th birthday. 

Philip gave clear instructions that he wanted a no 

fuss funeral. There will be no state funeral or lying-

in-state in Westminster Abbey. His contributions to 

British life and beyond have been immense and he 

will be sadly missed by so many. We naturally 

express our condolences to his family. May he rest 

in peace. 
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Market expectations 

Our start-of-year 2021 eoy forecasts for the ASX 

200 are given in Table 1 (left column) together with 

the latest calculations (right column) and last week’s 

(middle column) for comparison. Chart 1 includes a 

trace of the index to compare with the forecast 

highs and lows. 

Table 1: ASX 200 range forecasts for 2021 

Forecast

CY21

Low 6,450 6,600 6,700

High 8,250 7,750 7,800

End 8,050 7,500 7,500

Fair value 6,500 6,850 6,850

Exuberance 1.2% -0.2% 1.8%

ASX 200 6,587 6,829 6,995

9-Apr-2021

Forecast origin

31-Dec-2020 2-Apr-2021

 

Note: the latest forecasts in the right-hand column do not provide 

updates of the original forecasts in the left column of numbers. 

Rather the latest forecasts facilitate an assessment of the degree 

to which the original forecasts are on track, or not. Moreover, 

exuberance is assumed to be eroded over a 12-month period and 

so the ‘latest’ forecasts are less reliable the closer is the current 

date to the end-of-year and the greater is any mispricing.  

Chart 1: Graphical representation of Table 1 
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Note: the low and high are based on ‘normal’ volatility levels. The 

‘high-volatility’ low allows for well above normal volatility and a 

breach of which starts to suggest the base-line forecasts may no 

longer be relevant. The dashed black lines are derived from 

average volatility assumptions; the dot-dash line corresponds to 

high volatility. 

The eoy forecast for 2021 (left-hand column in 

Table 1) was 8,050 with a forecast high of 8,250 

and a forecast low under normal volatility of 6,450. 

The ‘high-volatility’ forecast low was 6,050. The 

updated eoy 2021 forecast (Table 1, last column) is 

7,500. Fair value is 6,850.   

It should be stressed that when markets are heavily 

mispriced, the speed with which mispricing is 

eroded is key to making a good forecast. In this 

table we assume that it takes 12 months to erode 

the mispricing which is possibly a very conservative 

assumption.  

Our eoy 2021 forecasts for the S&P 500 are given 

in Table 2. Because overnight data are not available 

to us until the afternoon, the 6.7% and a peak data 

for Wall Street will usually be presented for the day 

before the ASX 200 in this Weekly that we try to 

post at around 10am on a Saturday. 

Table 2: S&P 500 range forecasts for 2021 

Forecast

CY21

Low 3,680 3,900 3,960

High 4,800 4,610 4,640

End 4,690 4,480 4,490

Fair value 3,610 3,930 3,960

Exuberance 4.1% 2.2% 3.4%

S&P 500 3,756 4,020 4,097

Forecast origin

31-Dec-2020 1-Apr-2021 8-Apr-2021

 

Note: see notes for Table 1. 

Chart 2: Graphical representation of Table 2 
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Note: see notes to Chart 1. 

Our original forecast for eoy 2021 was 4,690 with a 

high of 4,800 and a low of 3,680. The ‘high-volatility’ 

low was 3,480. The updated eoy forecast for the 

S&P 500 is 4,490. Fair value is 3,960  

 

Market stats  

Our market volatility index (Chart A-1 to be found in 

the Chart Appendix) is average at 12.1%.  Our Fear 

Index (Chart A-2) is in the zone at 7.6%. The VIX 

stands above average at 16.7. Our Disorder index 

(Chart A-3) is in the zone at 0.8%. 

Our updated 12-month capital gains forecast (Chart 

A-4) is +12.3%.  The market is just over-priced at 

+1.8% (Chart A-5). So that leaves the adjusted 

rolling 12-month capital gains’ forecast at +10.3%. 

The comparable 12-month adjusted capital gains 

forecast for the S&P 500 stands at about +12.5%.  

Sector pricing (Chart A-6) is such that the Materials 

(+8.0%) and Telcos (+6.7%) sectors are in the 

danger zone. Discretionary (+5.2%), Property 

(+4.5%) and Financials (+4.0%) sectors are 

significantly over-priced. All other sectors are 

inexpensive or cheap. 
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SMSF Asset Allocation 

We started reporting the direct domestic equities 

components of our SMSF from its inception on June 

25th 2014. On November 2nd we deviated from the 

algorithmic approach because we wanted a cash 

reserve to see us through the US elections (and any 

backlash); the fallout from COVID-19; and the 

China-Australia trade war. 

We held about 16% of the AA in cash from 

November 2nd 2020 to January 7th 2021. 

On the announcement of the Georgia run-off 

elections as a double win for the Democrats on 

January 7th 2021, we immediately deployed a large 

portion of our cash reserve to take advantage of 

what we perceived to be the ‘new future’. We 

may/will deploy more cash when there is more 

certainty about the fallout form COVID-19 and the 

China-Australia trade war.  

Each month we also compute a fresh allocation 

between the ASX 200 and the S&P 500. We only 

use the optimised weights as a guide because of 

the cost of trading and possible CGT events. 

We had been running about a 50:50 split between 

direct domestic equities and international ETFs. The 

sharp change in the weights in Table 3 for the start 

of 2021 optimisation are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3: International Allocation Optimisation 

based on Woodhall forecasts 31st Dec 2020 

Index Weights Returns Vol.

ASX 200 35.0% 27.4% 15.2%

S&P 500 65.0% 31.4% 12.1%

Portfolio 100.0% 30.0% 9.8%  

Along with our optimisation procedure, we note that 

the US Democrats now hold both houses and so 

Biden will find it easier to pass bills. Most people, 

including us, seemed to have been expecting a split 

Congress. 

We thought the Democrats would launch a much 

bigger stimulus package to offset the COVID-19 

fallout. This change in policy might also make the 

US dollar weaker relative to our dollar. As a result, 

we wished to increase out (currency) hedging ratio. 

We bought a significant portion of IHVV 

(Blackrock’s currency-hedged exposure to the S&P 

500) to accompany our existing holding and our 

existing holding of IVV (the unhedged version). We 

did not change our direct equities exposure nor our 

exposure to large (top-100) global ETFs, IOO, and 

IHOO, being the hedged version of Blackrock’s 

IOO. The new AA is shown in Figure 3 for the 

rebalancing date. 

Figure 3: AA at close of 7th January 2021 
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Our hedge ratio stood at just over 75% at the start 

of this January 7th 2021 regime. Excluding cash, the 

domestic/international split was about 30%. We left 

a little room to deploy more cash in direct domestic 

equities if the China situation is resolved giving us 

the preferred 35:65 split or international ETFs if the 

COVID situation improves (or both). 

We will not change this section until there is a major 

deliberate change in our AA. We will however add a 

log of comments from hereon in. 

In Chart 4 we compare the performance of the 

original (red) August 3rd 2020 Australian direct 

equities portfolio (unchanged until today) with that 

(blue) portfolio allowing for the November 2nd 2020 

sell-off. We also include the black line including the 

cash component from Nov 2nd and the IHVV 

component from January 7th 2021. 

Chart 4: Performance of Australian direct 

equities portfolios with the benchmark. 
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We note that the blue line is well above the red 

showing the Nov 2nd sell-off was beneficial to 

performance but the red line still outperforms the 

benchmark – but now only just. The black line 

shows that the actual portfolio has kept up with the 

benchmark despite the large cash holding. 
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Model portfolios 

For the last six years or so we have reported on our 

model direct domestic equity portfolios. However, in 

practice we did sometimes deviate from the rules a 

little (as we reported). The following results are 

derived from a strict adherence to the rules. 

We found that rebalancing on the first trading day of 

the month and then six months later, etc, was 

preferred. A six-month holding period gives time for 

the recommendations to kick in but not so long as to 

get stale.  

Figure 4: Model portfolio relative performance 
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The Feb/Aug portfolios start in February 2014 and 

rebalance in August 2014, etc. Mar/Sep portfolios 

start one month later in March 2014, etc. The 

Jul/Jan portfolio starts in July 2014 etc.  

Since February and August are the focus of 

reporting seasons on the ASX 200 we note starting 

at or just before reporting season commences is 

preferable. Starting a month or two late produced 

the poorest performance. 

Since the lines in the chart are the derived portfolio 

accumulation index versus the benchmark index, 

Feb/Aug has outperformed by about 39% (ratio 

139) since inception. The average is just under 30% 

outperformance. The worst (Mar/Sep) still 

outperformances but at just more than 10%. Of 

course, none of these performance statistics is 

annualised. 
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Chart Appendix 

Chart A-1: Market volatility 
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Notes; the lower dotted line depicts the average volatility pre the GFC; the 

higher dotted line depicts the average level of volatility during the GFC - up to 

December 2009. The red line is a daily estimate of the ASX 200 index 

volatility. 

 

 

Chart A-2: Fear index 
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Notes: The fear index is a measure of 'excess' volatility denoting behaviour 

outside the open/close values each day. The two dotted lines depict the band 

in which the fear index resided before the GFC in two thirds of days. Extended 

periods below the lower dotted line might indicate complacency. Extended 

periods, or extreme values, of the index above the higher dotted line might 

indicate a propensity for the market to overreact in an irrational manner. 

 

Chart A-3: Disorder index 
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Notes: The disorder index measures the degree to which the 11 sectors' daily 

returns move in harmony. The two dotted lines depict the band in which the 

disorder index resided before the GFC in two thirds of days. Extended periods 

below the lower dotted line might indicate belief that there is little information 

to have different impacts on different sectors. Extended periods, or extreme 

values, of the index above the higher dotted line might indicate investors and 

traders are lurching from sector to sector in search of a new trend. 
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Chart A-4: 12-month capital gains forecasts 
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Notes: Each business day we update our estimates for capital gains on the 

ASX 200 for the following 12 months. For example, the left-most estimate on 

the vertical axis is a forecast for the 12 months concluding today. The right 

hand estimate is for the 12 months from today. 

 

Chart A-5: Market exuberance 
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Notes: Exuberance is our measure of mispricing on the ASX 200. A value 

below the solid black line denotes the market is perceived to be cheap and 

above that line expensive. Experience suggests that exuberance above +6%, 

denoted by the dotted line, is an indicator of a potential correction of 6% to 

10% - or for the market to move sideways for an extended period. 

 

Chart A-6: Sector exuberance 
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Notes: The estimates in this chart are based on the same notions as for Chart 

A-5. More detailed information on mispricing is contained in our companion 

weekly publication in the same section of our website 
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Glossary 
Abenomics – Japan’s former Prime Minister Shinzo Abe came to 

power early in 2013 and has brought a new economic style to 

managing that economy. PM Suga has vowed to continue the 

policies. 

ASX forecasts - We have further supplemented our forecasting 

process for the ASX 200 by including not just a forecast of the 

peak (at some unspecified time during the year) but also the low. 

Thus, we now have an end point (e-o-y forecast) and a range for 

the whole year. Naturally, on a rising market the low is more likely 

to occur earlier in the year and the high nearer the end. Since we 

publish our forecasts to the nearest 50 points to reduce the sense 

of false accuracy a change of just a couple of points can kick the 

forecast over by 50 points at around the 25 and 75 marks. 

Australian debt ceiling – Labor brought in a debt ceiling in mid 

2008 of $75bn to self-impose some fiscal discipline during the 

onset of the GFC. Within seven months that ceiling was almost 

trebled to $200bn and it has since been raised to $300bn during 

Labor’s term in office. Since before 2008 we had no debt ceiling 

that is equivalent to an infinite ceiling!!! 

Bad debt, good debt – Whether one is referring a household or 

national debt, the classification implies the following. Good debt is 

expected to produce income or other returns in the future – such 

as from infrastructure spending or buying a principal place of 

residence. Bad debt is used to finance ‘recurrent’ expenditure such 

as pensions or family holidays. 

Black Friday – This term is used for the Friday after Thanksgiving 

in the US to denote the start of the shopping season for the 

holidays. Black refers to the accounts going back into the black 

from increased sales – it is certainly not a negative term! 

Brexit – on 23rd July 2016 Britain voted to leave the European 

Union. The process was finalised by the end of 2020 continue. 

CAIXIN (formerly HSBC) flash PMI – CAIXIN publishes an 

alternative to the official PMI for China. It is based on a survey of 

predominantly small to medium sized firms – unlike the official 

version. The number on the 1st of the month gets much less 

attention than the official but the preliminary, or ‘flash’, reading gets 

attention as a read a week or two before the official numbers. 

China’s shadow banking – In essence, the China government 

dictates what all banks must lend at and pay for deposits. As a 

result, if a potential borrower is deemed too risky at the prevailing 

rate, the banks refuse to lend (rather than increase borrowing rates 

as may happen here). The ‘failed’ borrower may then seek funding 

from the shadow banking system that is not so regulated. 

FOMC – The Federal Open Market Committee determines 

monetary policy in the United States. It can be thought of as being 

similar to our Reserve Bank board. 

GOP – stands for Grand Old Party which is an alternative name for 

the US Republican Party. 

High-Yield Sectors: by this, we mean Financials, Property, Telcos 

and Utilities. 

International Monetary Fund (IMF) – Managing Director, 

Kristalina Georgiera (French), since 1st Oct 2019. The IMF is 

charged with fostering global monetary cooperation. 

ISM - Institute of Supply Management produces a ‘PMI-like’ 

number for the US economy. Like the PMI, 50 is the cut off 

between improving and worsening expectations. 

Long-run mispricing – Our measure is based on analysing trends 

over more than a century of data. The average period of over- or 

under-pricing is about 18 months. That is, we do not expect the 

market to rapidly approach its fair value. 

MYEFO (Mid-year economic and fiscal outcome) is a mid-year 

update on the Australian Budget situation – usually in December. 

PMI – This acronym stands for Purchasing Managers Index. There 

is one for most countries and separate statistics for manufacturing 

and services. Manufacturing typically gets more attention. The 

official statistics are published in the first few days of each month – 

with China on the 1st. A reading less than 50 means the sector is 

decreasing in its growth rate – so If China growth slows from 8% to 

7%, its PMI should be below 50. If the US speeds up from 2% to 

2.5%, its PMI should be above 50. Note also the existence of the 

CAIXIN measure and its ‘flash’ or preliminary estimate. 

Savings ratio – In Australia, the ratio of net savings to household 

disposable income defines the savings ratio.  

Short-run mispricing – Our exuberance measure is our 

mispricing statistic reported in Chart 5. It is based on 12-month-

ahead forecasts of the ASX 200. See the notes under Chart 5. 

Tapering – It was the name given to the exit strategy from QE3. It 

is not a tightening monetary policy – just an increasingly less 

accommodative stimulus. 

US non-farm payrolls data – are usually published on the first 

Friday of each month. They are generally considered to be the 

most reliable indicators for employment and unemployment in the 

US. Roughly speaking, a 200,000 increase in jobs is considered 

strong. Of course, less new jobs are needed when the economy is 

running at full employment. 
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